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1 Introduction 
Note: a related document that is more suitable to be used as a guide through practical exercises is 

available at http://www.wimsoft.com/Course/4/Detection_of_Change_2014_presentation.pdf.  

Time series of satellite data provide many ways for the analysis in order to extract important 

information.  Detection of change, for example, is a hot topic due to the threat of global climate 

change. Arctic is one of the areas with important changes documented during the last decades. 

Time series of satellite data are relatively short but provide frequent and large scale near-

instantaneous coverage and are therefore essential in detecting such change. In this tutorial we 

try several methods of time series analysis. 

An important part of the analysis is the assembly of a consistent time series. See Fig. 0 from 

Gregg & Casey (2010) showing the between-sensor bias of early versions of SeaWiFS and 

MODISA Chl-a estimates. Individual satellite sensors do not last very long, their calibrations and 

data processing algorithms change. Using inconsistent time series may cause fake trends or 

changes. Sensor’s sensitivity may deteriorate over time and create a fake trend. 
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Fig. 0. Example of an inconsistent time series due to bias between early versions of SeaWiFS and 

MODISA Chl-a data (from Gregg and Casey, 2010).  

 

2 Sea ice in the Arctic 
In this exercise we will use the “Sea Ice Concentrations from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP 

SSM/I Passive Microwave Data” distributed by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) 

(http://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0051.html). This data set is generated from brightness temperature 

data derived from Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and 

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) -F8, -F11 and -F13 Special Sensor 

Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) radiances.  These instruments measure microwave radiation emitted 

at different wavelengths. Ice and water surface emit differently at different frequencies that 

allows their detection. Because clouds are transparent in the microwave spectral bands, ice 

detection using microwaves can be done through clouds. Corrections are made to compensate or 

reduce errors caused by variations in surface roughness, waves, sea ice types, the presence of 

snow, variations in salt and moisture content, the presence of melt ponds, variations in surface 

temperature, etc.  The data are provided on a grid in the polar stereographic projection with cell 

size of approximately 25 x 25 km. This product is designed to provide a consistent time series of 

sea ice concentration spanning several decades and several passive microwave instruments. Sea 

ice concentration is defined as the fraction of ocean area covered by sea ice. The data are 

generated using the NASA Team algorithm (“nasateam”) developed at NASA Goddard Space 

Flight Center. 

This dataset can be downloaded from NSIDC. There are currently 2 versions of the data: final-

gsfc (from October-1978 to the end of 2014) and near-real-time from 2015. Recent data from the 

current year (2015) are provided as near-real-time (NRT) and only as daily datasets. In order to 

have monthly time series until present we have created the monthly mean datasets with our  

wam_composite_month from the daily NRT data. NSIDC distributes these data in the binary 

format that is not user-friendly. The NSIDC binary files can be converted into HDF files with 

wam_convert_ssmi and daily files can be composited into 5-day or monthly mean ice 

concentrations with wam_composite_2x or wam_composite_month, respectively. 
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2.1 Introduction to sea ice data in HDF 

We assume that you have copied the sample satellite data from the DVD to your hard disk, e.g. to 

C:\Sat. Open the Windows Explorer (e.g. by clicking on My Computer) and navigate to the folder 

with monthly ice data, C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_final_N_mo. Keep in mind that the 2015 data are not 

really final but have been converted from near-real time data.  

Familiarize yourself with the data by clicking (or double-clicking) on any of the files. The image 

will be loaded into WIM and should look like the image on left panel of Fig. 1. If the colors look 

different then you are using a different color look-up table (LUT) and must uncheck the check-

box in Settings-Misc-Override LUT in HDF (see right panel of Fig. 1). 

You can examine the data in several ways. You can look up pixel values by holding down the 

right button of your mouse and moving the mouse on the image. In the top part of the image 

window frame you will see values in the format X;Y (Lon; Lat)=PV (SV) where X and Y are 

image coordinates (X = distance in pixels from the leftmost column, Y = distance in pixels from 

the top row), Lon and Lat are the corresponding longitude and latitude (note the order!), the pixel 

value (PV) and the scaled value (PV in geophysical units). For example, pixel value 188 

corresponds to ice fraction (geophysical variable) of 0.752. If you click at the Current Settings 

(the Hammer icon on the Toolbar), you can see that Value Scaling is Linear with Slope = 0.004 

and Intercept = 0 which confirms that 188 * 0.004 = 0.752. Note that invalid ice fraction over 

land (and over the North Pole) has PV=254 and the ice fraction that is above the possible limit of 

1.0. You can also check the geo-location of the image by creating a coastline image and then 

overlaying it on top of the ice fraction image. Use the Map Overlay tool  in the Toolbar or 

select menu Geo – Get Map Overlay. Then pick a map file with global coastlines, e.g. 

coast_inter.b. When you do it for the first time you have to locate the map files folder (e.g. 

C:\Program Files\WimSoft\Maps or C:\Program Files (x86)\WimSoft\Maps). When creating a 

coastlines overlay use background pixel value 0 and the foreground pixel value is either 255 (for 

white) or 1 (for black). To overlay coastlines or other features on the background image, then on 

the Overlay icon  on the toolbar (or Multi –Overlay Image in the menu). 

  

Fig. 1. Sample ice image (left, Sept. 2012) and the option to uncheck option to override LUT in 

WIM  Settings-Misc-Override LUT in HDF. 
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2.2 Detecting change interactively 

You can use the Examine-Spectral Plot function in WIM to see time series for individual pixels. 

As there is a strong annual cycle in ice concentration, it makes it easier to temporarily separate 

individual months into separate folders. For example, make a folder for July and move or copy all 

files corresponding to month 07 to that folder. 

cd C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_final_N_mo 
mkdir July 
move  nt_????07*.hdf July 

Now, take a look at the July folder and load all files into WIM. Before doing that, clean the image 

stack (i.e. all images) in WIM memory or close WIM and open it again. There must be 37 

individual July files there (from 1979 to 2014). You can load them all individually in correct 

order (!) but it is easier to load them all with File-Open and select all files in the folder. Open 

View-Image list and check that you have the files in chronological order. Note that if the last file 

is out of order, i.e. year 1979 happens to be the last and not the first, just delete the last image 

from WIM memory by clicking on the X icon of the image. You should not have any other 

images in WIM at the same time. Use Examine-Spectral Plot. Note: you need to right-click on 

the Spectral Plot  window and drag the mouse pointer to the image without raising the button. 

For each pixel you are pointing, it shows a time series of points corresponding to the images in 

memory, i.e. the July ice concentrations for years 1980-2015. If you point to the Kara Sea, you 

will see something like Fig. 2. Move around your mouse pointer and try to find interesting trends 

or other types of change in ice concentration over the last 3-4 decades. After you are done, move 

the July files back from the July folder.  

 

Fig. 2. Using the Examine-Spectral Plot in WIM to show interannual variations in July ice 

concentration in the Kara Sea (right plot) of the Arctic Ocean. 
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Fig. 2 happens to show a time series with a decreasing trend but you can also realize that the trend 

is not always present or is much less obvious in other areas. You can make similar analysis of 

changes in another month, i.e. make a folder for that month, move the corresponding files to that 

folder and look interactively at time series. Don’t forget to move the file back to the 

nasateam_final_N_mo folder! 

2.3 Detecting change with wam_trend 

In order to programmatically find areas of significant trends we use a special tool, wam_trend. To 

see all the options, type wam _trend  without arguments. The default Significance is 90% (p=0.1), 

other Significance levels are 95% and 99%. Before we run wam_trend, move all the July files 

back to folder nasateam_final_N_mo. Let’s create a trend images for May, June and July ice 

concentrations.  

In the command window issue the following commands: 

cd C:\Sat\Ice\ 
wam_trend  nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_????05*.hdf Sen 95 
wam_trend  nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_????06*.hdf Sen 95 
wam_trend  nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_????07*.hdf Sen 95 
 

Here we are creating trend image using the nonparametric Sen trend estimator with significance 

level 95% (0.05 error). Note that blue areas show significant decreasing trend, red areas show 

significant increasing trend and white (light gray) mean no significant trend at the selected level 

of confidence. Let’s rename the output files to have better names: 

rename  nt_----05__trend_sen_95.hdf nt_1979-2015_may_trend_sen_95.hdf 
rename  nt_----06__trend_sen_95.hdf nt_1979-2015_jun_trend_sen_95.hdf 
rename  nt_----07__trend_sen_95.hdf nt_1979-2015_jul_trend_sen_95.hdf 

Open and examine the files in WIM. If the image does not have coastline, create coastlines with 

pixel value 1 (i.e. black) and overlay on the anomaly image. Stretch the colors to show areas with 

significant trends more clearly. Note: you have to stretch the colors symmetrically from both ends 

of the lookup table! Compare and try to explain the differences between months. What is the rate 

of decrease in ice fraction? Right click on the blue areas to see the value. -0.02 of what? Check 

out the scaling of the image by clicking at the  icon on the toolbar. Are there any areas where 

ice concentration is increasing? Where and why?  

You can create trends for any month of the year. Copy (Control-C) and paste (Control-V) the 

trend images into a document side by side, e.g. into a Word table or a PowerPoint file to get 

something like Fig. 3. You can add the Lon-Lat grid with Geo-Grid using Lat step 10, Lon step 

10 and Value 1. You can create the color bar with View-Annotate. Can you find areas with 

increasing ice concentration? Try View-Zoom to zoom 16x and examine the image for red pixels.  
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Fig. 3. Trends in ice concentration for May (left), June (middle) and July (right) for 1979-2013.  

2.4 Creating time series with wam_statist 

You can generate detailed time series of the mean, median and other statistics of a series of 

images for any areas of interest, called masks. This can be done with wam_statist. There is an 

exercise (4.3) on using wam_statist in Exercises_WIM_WAM.pdf. Here we create single time 

series for a single area of interest (mask) in the Kara Sea south of the Novaya Zemlya Island. 

We need (1) list of images to be used in a text file and (2) a mask image in an HDF file. We 

create the list of images with the following command (before doing that, make sure that you have 

moved the July and possibly other files back to the nasateam_final_N_mo folder and deleted the 

empty July folder): 

cd C:\Sat\Ice  
dir /b /s nasateam_final_N_mo > list_nasateam_mo.txt 

This command lists all the files in that folder and dumps them into a text file. Note that the list 

must not have any other filenames other than the monthly files that you want to use in the time 

series. You can open the text file in Notepad and confirm that you have only the monthly HDF 

filenames in that list. You must delete any other files from that list. 

You can create your own mask file and use it but for the test you can use mask_novzem1.hdf.  The 

settings of wam_statist are saved in a log file and you can load all the setting from log_novzem.txt 

for our test run. A screenshot for wam_statist is given in Fig. 4. Note the button “Get Log” near 

the bottom. After running wam_statist  you create output file 

C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_mo_novzem.csv. Load it into Excel and create plots like Fig. 5. 

http://www.wimsoft.com/Course/4/Detection_of_change_2015.pdf
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of wam_statist creating a time series. 

 

Fig. 5. Time series of the mean ice concentration in the Kara Sea near Novaya Zemlya island. 

Fig. 5 shows ice fraction since 2000 and not the full time series since 1978. Note the gradual 

decrease in the maximum ice fraction from 2008, a sharp drop in 2012 and the rebound in 2013. 

2.5 Creating time series of anomalies with wam_anomaly 

As you can see in Fig. 5, the annual cycle dominates the time series. In order to see how each 

point compares to the mean annual cycle we can calculate anomalies relative to the mean annual 

cycle. Command wam_anomaly first calculates the mean annual cycle and then the anomalies. 

You can issue the following commands: 

cd C:\Sat\Ice\ 
wam_anomaly nasateam_final_N_mo\*.hdf 12 

This calculates monthly means (due to argument 12) and then anomalies relative to the monthly 

means. Create directories for the means and anomalies and move the means and anomalies to the 

respective directories. 
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mkdir  anomaly 
move nt_*anomaly.*   anomaly 
mkdir  means 
move *Means.hdf   means\Means.hdf 
move *Validcounts.hdf   means\ValidCounts.hdf 

You can view individual monthly anomalies: red means higher than normal and blue means 

lower than normal ice concentration. The monthly anomalies have been calculated by subtracting 

the monthly mean ice fraction for each pixel from the actual monthly ice fraction. You can build 

time series of the anomalies with wam_statist (see previous section). We need a list of images 

that are included in the time series. We create it with the following command: 

 

Open the list file (e.g. by double-clicking on it) in Notepad and check that you have only the 

*anomaly.hdf  files in the list. 

Now use wam_statist to create a time series using anomalies. We use the same sample mask 

mask_novzem1.hdf but a different list of images (e.g. list_anomaly_mo.txt). We modify the 

output file to C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_mo_novzem_anomaly.csv and log to 

C:\Sat\Ice\log_novzem_anomaly.txt.  

 
Fig. 6. Screenshot of wam_statist creating the anomaly time series. 

After running wam_statist with list_anomaly_mo.txt, load the output file 

nasateam_mo_novzem_anomaly.csv into Excel and create plots like Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Time series of the ice concentration monthly anomalies in the Kara Sea. 

If you look at the full time series you can see several anomalously low values that seem like 

outliers but a whole cluster of very low values in 2011 and 2012. We should keep in mind that the 

2015 data are based on the less reliable near-real-term and not the final data. 

The GUI program wam_statist allows making statistical time series of many areas at once. These 

have to be specified in the mask file with different pixel values, e.g. 1, 2…. If you want to create 

a statistical time series of only one area of interest, it is easier to use the command line program 

wam_statist_mask which does not need a list of images. For example, try the following: 

wam_statist_mask  nasateam_final_N_mo\*.hdf mask=mask_novzem1.hdf 

wam_statist_mask  anomaly\*.hdf mask=mask_novzem1.hdf 

Compare the output with the CSV or Excel files that you just created. Note! You have to rename 

the output file _statist_grid_00_mask_novzem1.csv before you run the 2
nd

 command as it will 

create output with the same file name (_statist_grid_00_mask_novzem1.csv) that will be 

overwritten. 

2.6 Detecting Change between two Images 

You can use a simple command wam_change to detect change between 2 images. The syntax is: 

Usage: wam_change  File1 File2 [AnnotateX AnnotateY LUT] 
 AnnotateX and AnnotateY are, respectively, X and Y in pixels where to put the 
Date annotation 
  The default LUT is anomaly5.lut 

For example, to show the differences in ice distribution from June, 2000 to June, 2011 and then 

from June, 2011 to June, 2012 you can use the following commands: 

cd C:\Sat\Ice 
wam_change  nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_200006_f13_v01_n.hdf  

nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_201106_f17_v01_n.hdf 

(all in one line) 

wam_change  nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_201008_f17_v01_n.hdf  
nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_201208_f17_v01_n.hdf 

(all in one line).  
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The output is shown in Fig. 8. They show (left panel) that in most areas ice concentration 

decreased from June-2000 to June 2011, however, in a few areas like Hudson Bay and off NW 

Greenland ice concentration was higher.  The changes from August, 2010 to August, 2012 were 

also mostly towards decreased ice fraction but the pattern is very different. 

  

Fig. 8. Changes in ice concentration from Jun-2000 to Jun-2011 (left panel) and Aug-2010 to 

Aug-2012 (right panel). 

2.7 Animating the mean annual cycle of ice fraction 

You can easily make an image loop or animated GIF from the images. You can use the anomaly 

JPG files but here we use the monthly mean images that we created when we run wam_anomaly. 

We moved the HDF file with the monthly mean images to the means folder. First, find the means 

file (we renamed it to Means.hdf), then we will separate (disassemble) the months into individual 

files. Below are the commands. 

cd C:\Sat\Ice\means 
rename _.hdf_Means.hdf Means.hdf   (if not renamed yet!) 

wam_disassemble Means.hdf 

We can use Babarosa Gif Animator to make an animated gif. You may need to install Babarosa 

from the Tools folder of the DVD. Start Babarosa and wait a few seconds until the Try button 

becomes available. Click on Try, select Automatic for size, Next , then Add files, and locate the 

PNG files in C:\Sat\Ice\means. Select them all. Now select images 1 to 12 and set time interval 

(clock icon) to 1 second. Now Save as GIF animation in a file annual_ice.gif. You can now open 

Internet Explorer, Chrome or another browser and drag the annual_ice.gif file to it. You see the 

mean annual ice concentration from 1978-2014. 

You can also use the anomaly JPG files to make a long animation but these files do not have an 

annotation that shows the time (month and year). You can read the corresponding anomaly HDF 

files with wam_series, overlay an annotation and save as PNG in the same folder. This requires 

some time to learn to use wam_series.  
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3 Phytoplankton blooms in the world ocean 

3.1 Assembling a consistent time series 

Modern ocean color satellite data starts with OCTS (November, 1996). Making a consistent time 

series from 1996 to present has been a major problem. In this exercise we use ocean chlorophyll 

data assembled from multiple sensors. Daily mapped composites were composited into 5-day and 

monthly composites and remapped to geographic projection at 0.25 degree resolution (images of 

1440 x 720 pixels).  We have 239 monthly composites and 1453 five-day composites in HDF4 

files of 1996-2015 in C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\CHL_25 and C:\Sat\Merged\5day\CHL_25. These 

data were compiled from 3 main sources: 

1. OCTS (O*.hdf, 1996-1997, NASA processing, version 2014.0) 

2. ESA-CCI version 2.0 merged SeaWiFS, MODISA and MERIS data for 1997/09/04-

2012/12/31 (E*.hdf). 

3. Merged (averaged) MODISA + VIIRS (NASA, version 2014.0 for MODISA and 

2014.0.1 for VIIRS, M*.hdf), 2013-2015. 

In order to save space, these datasets have been converted from float32 pixel format to log-scaled 

byte pixel format. The loss of accuracy due to this conversion is insignificant for most 

applications. Open some sample files in C:\Sat\Merged\5day\CHL_25 (by double-clicking) or 

C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\CHL_25 from each type (i.e. O*.hdf,  E*.hdf, M*.hdf) and evaluate the 

images, examine the attributes using the Attributes ( ) tool on the Toolbar: 

 

 

Realize that even after compositing over monthly or particularly over 5-days, large areas have no 

data due to clouds. This presents a major problem for accurate estimation of trends in magnitudes 

and in timing. 
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Fig. 14. Time series of Chla off Central California showing strong annual cycle. 

To remove the annual cycle we will calculate the mean annual cycle (monthly means) for each 

pixel and remove it from all the monthly values. The output is called anomalies. Chla has log-

normal distribution (lots of small values and some very high values) and therefore anomalies 

should be calculated by subtracting log-transformed values or using ratios to the mean annual 

cycle. We use the ratio anomalies here. The argument 12 in the following command means that 

we are calculating monthly means and anomalies: 

cd C:\Sat 
wam_anomaly  C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\*.hdf 12 

After it finishes in about 2 minutes move the output files to their respective folders..  

mkdir  Anomalies 
move *anomaly.* Anomalies 
mkdir Means  
move *Means.hdf Means 
move *ValidCounts.hdf Means 

Examine some of the produced anomalies, e.g. of March, 1998 

(E19980601998090_chl_comp_reduced6_Average_anomaly.*) corresponding to a major El Nino 

event (see below). 
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3.2 Detecting Changes in Bloom Magnitude 

We will follow the example of Kahru & Mitchell (2008) but with an extended and improved 

dataset.  We can use either the monthly or 5-day time series of chlorophyll-a concentration (Chla) 

to detect changes in bloom magnitude. If we want to detect changes in bloom timing then we 

definitely need to use time interval shorter than 1 month as we cannot expect changes in timing 

that are more than 1 month. For making judgments about annual Chla we need to exclude OCTS 

data of 1996 as there were only 2 months (Nov-Dec) and these 2 months cannot be assumed to be 

representative of the annual maximum of the year. In 1997 we miss Chla data for July-August. In 

the Baltic Sea the apparent Chla maximum is often due to cyanobacteria blooms in July-August 

and we therefore will miss these in 1997. For other regions where the annual Chla maximum is 

not likely to occur in July-August we can include 1997. In this exercise we also keep 2015 that is 

incomplete (data until November). 

We assume that the monthly Chla data are in C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\CHL_25 and 5-day Chla 

data are in C:\Sat\Merged\5day\CHL_25 

Open some of the files in the folder with WIM by clicking or double-clicking on them and try to 

guess what the file names mean. Look at the file and dataset Attributes (the Table-like icon on the 

toolbar). The images have been reduced to 25 km resolution from their original 9-km resolution. 

Our first task is to find the annual maximum for each pixel for every year available in the time 

series. Imagine how long it would take by manually looking at images?   

Open the command prompt and cd to the top directory where you keep the results, e.g.  

cd C:\Sat 
Before we run the analysis, move the few 1996 files to separate folder, e.g. Hide. You can do that 

interactively or with the command line: 

mkdir Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\Hide 

move   Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\O1996*.hdf   Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\Hide 

or 

mkdir Merged\5day\CHL_25\Hide 

move   Merged\5day\CHL_25\O1996*.hdf Merged\5day\CHL_25\Hide 
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Now find the annual maximum for each pixel for each year with the command:  

wam_annual_max   Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\*.hdf 

or 

 wam_annual_max   Merged\5day\CHL_25\*.hdf 

After the command finishes in a few minutes you should see output something like that: 

.... 
20 individual years found 
.... 
Saved Annual max in _.hdf_Max.hdf 
Saved Annual min in _.hdf_Min.hdf 
Saved valid count in _.hdf_ValidCounts.hdf 
Done with 239 images! 
Processing time: 00:00:37  
 

Note that we are using global data with reduced resolution (~25 km) instead of the maximum ~1 

km resolution. That makes it possible to make the calculations in relatively short time even on 

laptop computers. 

As output, we get 3 files with the names derived from the command argument (*.hdf): 

 Max.hdf, Min.hdf, ValidCounts.hdf.  

It is VERY IMPORTANT to keep all the files well ORGANIZED in separate folders. You can 

use your own folder names but you need to be consistent. I recommend creating a new folder 

MinMax_25 for this project and move and rename the 3 created files to that folder: 

mkdir  MinMax_25 
move *Max.hdf   MinMax_25\Max.hdf 
move *MaxDay.hdf   MinMax_25\MaxDay.hdf 
move *Min.hdf   MinMax_25\Min.hdf 
move *ValidCounts.hdf  MinMax_25\ValidCounts.hdf 

As the names infer, these files have the annual maxima, minima and the number of valid months 

of each pixel for each year included. 

Note! In order to produce the timing information you need to use 5-day composites and let 

your computer run for about 4 hours (or longer on a slow computer)!  The option Slow 

appended to the command produces an additional file MaxDay.hdf  that contains the day number 

(year day or Julian day) of the maximum for each year and each pixel. 

wam_annual_max   Merged\5day\CHL_25\*.hdf  

Do NOT forget to hide (move) the 1996 files! There are 1440 images when excluding 1996. 

Kahru et al (2010) have shown that in certain areas of the Arctic covering nearly 10% of the 

Arctic Ocean with available chlorophyll data, the annual phytoplankton bloom (spring bloom) has 

become earlier due to earlier retreat of ice. High temporal resolution (e.g. 5-days and not 

monthly) is needed to show changes in the timing of the maxima. If you did run with 5-day files, 

please rename _.hdf_MaxDay.hdf to MaxDay.hdf , and move it to folder MinMax_25: 

move *MaxDay.hdf   MinMax_25\MaxDay.hdf 
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It has the year day of the year when the pixel had its annual maximum in Chla.  

Now close WIM (if you have it open) and open it again by clicking (double-clicking) on the 

newly created file Max.hdf (in folder MinMax_25 if you moved it there). Each HDF file has 18 

datasets corresponding to the 18 years that were included (1997-2014).  

 

We have several ways to visualize these results. For interactive visualization, load all 19 datasets 

in Max.hdf (in the correct order!) into WIM and use the Examine-Spectral Plot menu option. You 

should not have any other images in WIM at the same time. Of course, instead of a spectral plot 

we are actually having a time series plot. Each × symbol on this plot corresponds to the 

maximum Chla in that year. Note: you need to right-click on the Spectral Plot window and drag 

the mouse pointer to the image without raising the button. For each pixel you are pointing, it 

shows 19 annual points corresponding to the time series of bloom magnitudes (1997-2015). If 

you point to somewhere near the West coast of North America, you will see something like in 

Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Using the Examine-Spectral Plot in WIM to show interannual variations in bloom 

magnitude off the West coast of North America. 

Fig. 1 happens to show a significant increase in the apparent annual bloom magnitude from 1997 

to 2015 in the upwelling areas of the West coast of North America. You can also see increasing 

trend in the Baltic Sea the Chla algorithm is not accurate but it most likely shows the increase in 

cyanobacteria in the summer. Some areas, e.g. edges of oligotrophic gyres (e.g. subtropical 

Atlantic) show decreasing trends. Of course, most areas do not show such a significant increase 

but a more or less random scatter. You can move the mouse pointer around and find areas that 

show interesting features.  

The next task is to programmatically find the areas of significant increase or decrease. Again, 

imagine how much time it would take to evaluate each pixel in the images!   We can use 

command wam_trend for that. To see all the options, type the name of the command, e.g. 

wam_trend, without arguments. The default Significance is 90% (p=0.1), other Significance 

levels are 95% (p=0.05), and 99% (p=0.01). As the ocean color time series is relatively short (18 

years used here), the detected trends are not usually highly significant. In the command window 

issue the following command: 

  wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen 

Here we assume that the file with maximum values (Max.hdf) is in the folder MinMax_25. You 

need to modify the command if you have it in a different folder. You should get the following 

output: 

C:\Sat>wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen 
Using the nonparametric Sen slope 
Using Sen slope with Significance 90%, coefficient = 1.6449 
Using Multi-SDS_file MinMax_25\Max.hdf 
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--- Using Anomaly palette file C:\git_projects\WIM\LUT\anomaly.lut 
……. 
Please be patient, Expect 100 dots until done... 
.................................................................. 
.......................Looking for best scaling... 
Slope values will be multiplied by 105.175682067871 
Saved Max_trend_sen_90.hdf 
Processing time: 00:00:11 

 
This command created a new file Max_trend_sen_90.hdf where each pixel value has the slope of 

the estimated trend. The Sen option uses the nonparametric Sen trend estimate instead of the least 

squares Linear trend.  Sen slope computes the slopes for all the possible pairs of time series 

points and then uses their median as an estimate of the overall slope. Similar estimates of the 

slope can be obtained with the more traditional linear least squares regression (Lin option instead 

of Sen) but the Sen slope estimator is preferable due to its less sensitivity to outliers. A palette file 

anomaly.lut is used by default and it shows areas of increased bloom magnitude in red and 

decreased bloom magnitude in blue (Fig. 2). If the image does not look like that in Fig. 2 (e.g. is 

mostly GREEN) then click on the Settings ( ) icon, then Misc tab and uncheck Override LUT 

in HDF. Then close WIM and open again by clicking (double-clicking) on the same image file. 

 

Fig. 2. Changes in bloom magnitude detected by the Sen slope estimator. Increased bloom areas 

are shown in red, decreased blooms in blue. 

 

Now take a look at the specifics of the slope image. Press down the right mouse button and move 

the mouse around the white areas, e.g. over most of the open ocean. You can notice that pixel 

value 128 corresponds to the scaled slope value of 0. 

You can stretch the colors with the  icon on the toolbar (Fig. 3) but you need to do it 

symmetrically up and down (for both the Start and End variables). 
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Fig. 3. Stretching the color scale.  

 

The default is to evaluate the slope of each pixel at the 90% statistical significance. You can also 

specify significance at 95% and 99% level.  

wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen  95 
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen  99 

Evaluate the result of these commands. In general, the ocean color time series is too short to 

detect the existence of trends at high significance. On the other hand, by looking at millions of 

pixels almost guarantees that some produce significant-looking trends just by chance. 

You can apply the same command (wam_trend) to the annual minima file (Min.hdf) and the result 

would show trends in the annual minima. It appears that there are some areas where the minima 

have also increased or decreased but much less than the maxima. 

The global map of the change in bloom magnitude, similar to what you just created but based on 

earlier and much shorter time series, is shown at http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.png and a Google 

Earth version of the same at http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.kmz and parts are in the EOS article 

(Kahru and Mitchell, 2008, see pdf).  

You can also generate detailed time series of the mean, median or other statistics of the image 

data in specified areas of interest, called masks. This can be done with wam_statist following the 

same procedures as you did in section 2.4 with time series of ice concentration images. 

3.3 Detecting Changes in Bloom Timing 

If you run wam_annual_max command with the 5-day data then you can also evaluate the 

MaxDay file that has the day of the year when the maximum was observed for that pixel.  

wam_annual_max   Merged\5day\CHL_25\*.hdf  

When it is finished, rename and move the files to folder MinMax_25: 

mkdir  MinMax_25 
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move *Max.hdf  MinMax_25\Max.hdf 
move *Min.hdf  MinMax_25\Min.hdf 
move *ValidCounts.hdf  MinMax_25\ValidCounts.hdf 
move  _.hdf_MaxDay.hdf  MinMax_25\MaxDay.hdf 

Now evaluate possible trends in the timing of the annual maximum with the following 

commands: 

cd C:\Sat  

wam_trend MinMax_25\MaxDay.hdf Sen  90 

This command evaluates the significance of possible trends in the timing at 90% significance 

level. As output you should get a file called MaxDay_trend_sen_90.hdf that has slope estimates 

of the trends in the day of the maximum. The default colors are somewhat bleak and we increase 

contrast by stretching the colors to something like -4.51 to 4.51 (Fig. 4). You should get 

something like Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 4. Changes in the timing of the bloom maximum detected with the Sen slope estimator based 

on the GlobColour Chla data (1997-2010, from Kahru et al., 2010). Blue shows earlier bloom 

maximum (decreased year day) and red shows later bloom maximum (increased year day). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but based on the and extended dataset using OCTS (1997), ESA-CCI 

(1997-2012) and merged NASA MODIS-Aqua + VIIRS (2012-2014) Chla dataset. 

We now remap this global image to polar stereographic projection that we take from any ice 

image in the C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_final_N_mo folder. Just load any ice image from there and use 

Geo-Remap Projection to that image. The output (after some modification) would look something 

like Fig. 7. Note that due to the longer and more representative time series, most of the red dots in 

the Arctic that are evident in the 2010 analysis have disappeared. 
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Fig. 6. Detected changes in timing of the annual Chla maximum (a, day/year). b, trends in early 

summer (June) ice concentration (ice fraction change per year, trend calculated for 1979 to 2007 

using monthly ice concentrations from the Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I passive 

microwave data) (from Kahru et al., 2010). 

Figs. 5 and 6 show that the bloom maximum has become earlier in some ice edge areas of the 

Arctic while in the North Atlantic the maximum has become later (red colors). Fig. 7 shows time 

series plots of the day of maximum Chla in selected areas of the Arctic Ocean with the most 

significant change towards earlier blooms. Please note that in our analysis the 2013 data are 

incomplete and therefore the analysis of timing should be revised after completions of the 2013 

data. 
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Fig. 7. Year-day of the annual Chla maximum in selected areas of the Arctic Ocean for 1997-

2009 showing significant trends towards earlier maxima (from Kahru et al., 2010). 

 

3.4 Detecting changes in phytoplankton (particle) size 
structure 

Kostadinov et al. (2009, 2010) used Mie modeling to relate the SeaWiFS-measured slope of the 

particulate backscattering spectrum to a linear particle size distribution (PSD) slop. In the open 

ocean PSD is closely related to phytoplankton size structure. There is considerable interest to 

detect plankton functional groups (PFTs) using various methods, including PSD. Some studies 

have found shifts towards smaller phytoplankton size groups that can be interpreted as a potential 

response to climate change. Recently, Siegel et al. (2013) have used the Kostadinov et al. (2009) 

parameterization to construct a global carbon export model based on biovolumes of 

phytoplankton in two phytoplankton size groups (micro with D between 20 and 50 um and nano 

+ pico with D < 20 um). The separation of the two phytoplankton size groups is important as they 

have different sinking speed and different roles in the trophic structure. The slope of the particle 

size distribution Xi is an important parameter of the phytoplankton size structure: if Xi is small 

then there is relatively higher number of bigger particles as the PSD changes more slowly. On the 

other hand, it Xi is high then there is relatively fewer large particles as the PSD changes more 

rapidly. Monthly datasets of Xi and the particle differential number concentration as derived from 

monthly SeaWiFS Rrs data are available at  http://wiki.icess.ucsb.edu/measures/index.php/PSD. 

We have extracted Xi and the reduced monthly SMI datasets are in 

C:\Sat\SEAWIFS\L3\Monthly\PSDXi_25. Please take a look at these files. We will first create 

monthly anomalies of the Xi parameter and then estimate the trend. 
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cd C:\Sat\SEAWIFS\L3\Monthly 
wam_anomaly PSDXi_25\*.hdf 12 

This calculates monthly means (due to argument 12) and then anomalies relative to the monthly 

means. Now create directories for the means and anomalies and move the means and anomalies to 

the respective directories. 

mkdir  PSDXi_anomaly 
move *anomaly.*  PSDXi_anomaly 
mkdir  Means 
move *Means.hdf   Means\Means.hdf 
move *Validcounts.hdf   Means\ValidCounts.hdf 

You can view individual monthly anomalies: red means higher than normal and blue means 

lower than normal PSD slope. The monthly anomalies have been calculated by subtracting the 

monthly mean Xi for each pixel from the actual monthly Xi value. 

The next task is to programmatically find the areas of significant increase or decrease. We will 

use command wam_trend for that. To see all the options, type the name of the command, e.g. 

wam_trend, without arguments. The default Significance is 90% (p=0.1), other Significance 

levels are 95% (p=0.05), and 99% (p=0.01). As the SeaWiFS monthly time series is relatively 

short (18 years used here), the detected trends are not usually highly significant. In the following 

command we will calculate linear trend with 99% significance (p<0.01):: 

  wam_trend PSDXi_anomaly\*.hdf  Lin 99 

You should get the following output: 

C:\Sat\SEAWIFS\L3\Monthly>wam_trend PSDXi_anomaly\*.hdf  Lin 99 
Using the Linear regression slope 
Picked Significance 99 
Using Linear regression slope with Significance 99% 
Using PSDXi_anomaly\*.hdf as Pattern 
  157 matching files found in PSDXi_anomaly 
--- Using Anomaly palette file C:\git_projects\wim\LUT\anomaly.lut 
=========================== 
Assuming valid Min = -5 and valid Max = 5 
………. 
.......................Looking for best scaling... 
Slope values will be multiplied by 393.161071777344 
Saved __trend_lin_99.hdf 
Processing time: 00:04:41 
 

This command created a new file __trend_lin_99.hdf  where each pixel value has the slope of the 

estimated trend. The Lin (least squares linear regression slope) option is faster but the Sen option 

uses the nonparametric Sen slope estimate that computes the slopes for all the possible pairs of 

time series points and then uses their median as an estimate of the overall slope. Sen slope 

estimator is preferable due to its less sensitivity to outliers. A palette file anomaly.lut is used by 

default and it shows areas of increased Xi in red and decreased Xi in blue (Fig. 8). If the image 

does not look like that in Fig. 8 (i.e. mostly green), click on the Settings ( ) icon, then Misc tab 

and uncheck Override LUT in HDF. Then close WIM and open again by clicking (double-

clicking) on the same image file. Calculating linear trend is faster (it takes  4-5 minutes) than 
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calculating the Sen slope which takes ~14 minutes! Sen slope trend is less susceptible to outliers 

and therefore preferred. 

Now calculate the Sen slope trend with 95% significance (p<0.05) – You may want to have 

coffee while the calculation as it will take ~ 20 minutes! 

  wam_trend PSDXi_anomaly\*.hdf  Sen 95 

 

Fig. 8. Changes in particle size distribution (PSD) slope Xi with Linear slope estimates. Areas of 

decreased Xi are shown in blue and those of increased Xi in red. 

As you can realize, most of the areas of the world ocean show decreased Xi which means that 

there is an increase in the proportion of the larger, micro-phytoplankton size group. This seems to 

be contradicting with the commonly expressed belief that global warming is increasing the 

stratification and therefore favoring the smaller fractions of phytoplankton. Indeed, Siegel et al. 

(2013) show also increase in the larger phytoplankton fraction (Fm) as averaged over the 50N-

50S latitude band centered at the equator. How to explain this significant trend? 

4 Multi-annual variability in the world ocean 

4.1 Correlation between Chl-a and MEI 

We may want to investigate the correlation between a time series of images (e.g. of global Chla) 

and a scalar time series, e.g. like any of the multiple the El Nino indexes.  

 

Fig. 12. Multivariate ENSO index from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/index.html 
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You can use the MEI values in C:\Sat\MEI.csv with the merged set of images. It is usually better 

to have as long time series as possible; therefore move the two 1996 OCTS images from the Hide 

folder back into the data folder where all the other files are. Please keep in mind that MEI.csv is a 

simple comma-separated text file that has been formatted according to the English-US 

regionalization of Windows. In many other regions comma is used instead of the decimal point 

and therefore this file is not properly parsed when read into Excel, for example. Versions of the 

same data but columns separated with semicolon (MEI_semicolon.csv) or tab (MEI_tab.csv) are 

provided. You may need to one of those that corresponds to your Region or temporarily change 

the regionalization of your Windows system in Control Panel – Region and Language to English 

(United States). In Win7 you can do it by setting it Control Panel - Region and Language or in 

Win8 in Control Panel - Region. Note: if you moved the two 1996 OCTS files (November and 

December of 1996) to a Hide folder, move them back now to C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\CHL_25! 

cd C:\Sat 

Type wam_correlation without arguments to see the options. Then type: 

wam_correlation  Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\*.hdf MEI.csv Sig=95 
……… 
Saved 100*Corr.coeff + 128 in Corr__MEI.hdf 

Used 237 images! 

Rcrit (0.95) = 0.127, Rcrit (0.99) = 0.167 

Processing time: 00:00:55 

Output image off California is shown in Fig. 13. The output is an image file Corr__MEI.hdf that 

represents the correlation coefficient (a scaled byte with a scaling of 128 + 100*Corr.coeff). 

The statistical significance limits for N = 209 are: Rcrit (0.95) = 0.136, Rcrit (0.99) = 0.178. As 

you can see, out of 2012 Chl images only 209 were used as the MEI series is not yet updated for 

the most recent months. 

 

Fig. 13. Correlation of satellite-detected surface Chl concentration with MEI off California, using 

data until April, 2014.  
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5 Appendix 1. Converting binary ice files to HDF 
Open the command prompt and cd to the directory where you have the downloaded binary ice 

data, e.g.  

cd C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_nrt_N_day\bin 

There is no easy way to read the binary files without using special program in some computer 

language. Therefore we are converting the binary files to HDF (Hierarchical Data Format) files 

that can be easily visualized by different software, e.g. WIM. 

We will use a command line program wam_convert_ssmi to convert the binary data to HDF. We 

will create a folder for year 2015 one level up, convert all binary year 2012 files in the current 

folder and move the created HDF to the folder 2015. 

mkdir  ..\2015 
wam_convert_ssmi  nt_2015*.bin  
move  nt_2015*.hdf ..\2015 

You can also use the batch file runYear.bat in the same folder that you can need to edit it for 

years other than 2015. Please take a look at the batch file by opening it in Notepad. Don’t click 

(double-click) in it as that would run the batch file. 
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